Greater Medieval Houses of England and Wales, 1300–1500 is the first survey of its kind for over 150 years, the three volumes offering an up-to-date assessment of nearly 700 houses and a synthesis of current knowledge and research. During the period covered, houses and castles were often residences of social aspiration, but they also reflected the needs of households of considerable size and complexity. Therefore the author pays as much attention to the owner's standing and position in society as to the architecture and design of his residence.

The survey is ground-breaking in its consideration of late medieval castles as sophisticated residences of status and functional splendour, rather than as fortresses in decline, the hitherto accepted view of military historians. The survey also considers related structures of corporate occupation – academic colleges, secular colleges of canons, guild halls and monastic foundations – with their halls, retiring rooms, and lodging ranges which are ignored regularly in the context of domestic architecture.

This second volume, covering East Anglia, central England, and Wales, is divided into five geographical regions. Each of the four English regions is supported by historical and architectural introductions, and by a stimulating essay prompted by a key building in the region. The fifth section, on Wales, is the first overview devoted solely to medieval Welsh houses, concentrating as much on the political, social, economic and cultural reasons for the considerable differences between English and Welsh domestic architecture as on the houses that have survived.

Over 320 properties have been reappraised in a text that is complemented by a wide range of illustrations – plans and maps, early engravings, and a wealth of photographs showing the present condition of almost every house discussed. Many traditional assumptions on well-known buildings are challenged by the author, making this volume – and the series – an essential work of reference for anyone interested in the history and culture of medieval England and Wales.
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